Distributed modules for text annotation and IE applied to the biomedical domain.
Biological databases contain facts from scientific literature that have been curated by hand to ensure high quality. Curation is time-consuming and can be supported by information extraction methods. We present a server software infrastructure which allows to easily plug in modules to identify biologically interesting pieces of text to be then presented in a web interface to the curator. There are modules which identify UniProt, UMLS and GO terminology, gene and protein names, mutations and protein-protein interactions. UniProt, UMLS and GO concepts are automatically linked to the original source. The module for mutations is based on syntax patterns and the one for protein-protein interactions relies on chunk parsing. All modules work as separate servers possibly distributed on different machines and can be combined into processing pipelines as necessary. Communication is based on XML annotated text streams, each server processing the XML elements it is designed for, and possibly adding more information in the form of XML annotation. The server and the underlying software are available to the public.